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INTRODUCTION
In 2004, South African banks were facing significant difficulty in getting South
African citizens to use banks.2 Interest rates on savings accounts were not able to
keep up with rising rates of inflation, leading many to take their money out of banks.3
Although it had been over a decade "since South Africa's first multi-racial elections
in 1994 and ... transition into democracy," marking the end of apartheid, the country
struggled to establish financial inclusion for those with a lower socio-economic
status.' Millions of black South Africans did not have savings accounts,' and over
half the country's population was completely unbanked.'
The World Bank has made financial inclusion a top priority for underdeveloped
and developing countries.' According to studies, improved access to financial
institutions not only leads to economic growth but also leads to a reduction in income
inequality and poverty.' Evidence further shows that greater levels of financial
inclusion improve individuals' quality of life, protect against vulnerabilities such as
unemployment or theft, allow low-income families' assets to be recognized by the
formal sector, and give people the ability to build economic citizenship.9
A heightened concern for financial inclusion led South Africa's First National
Bank (FNB) to look for a means "to expand its deposit base among low-income and
unbanked individuals."'0 Because FNB was not able to offer its low-income
customers an attractive interest rate, they instead came up with a new product.)1 The
product, known as the Million-a-Month Account (hereinafter "MaMa"), initially
2 See Finscope South Africa 2014 Survey Results, FINMARK TR. (2014),
https://www.fimnark.org.za/finscope-south-africa-2014-survey-results/ [http://perma.cc/6WNV-9422].
See Stephen J. Dubner & Bourree Lam, Is America Ready for a "No-Lose Lottery"? (Update),
FREAKONOMICS (Nov. 22, 2017), http://freakonomics.com/podcast/say-no-no-lose-lottery-rebroadcast
[http://perma.cc/WZ74-4JCY] (discussing that South African interest rates weren't keeping up with
inflation, causing money in a "plain old savings account" to possibly erode in value).
4See Lydie Louis & Frederic Chartier, Financial nclusion in South Africa: An Integrated Framework
for Financial Inclusion of Vulnerable Communities in South Africa's Financial Regulatory System
Reform, 1 J. CoMP. URB. L. & POL'Y 170, 176 (2017) ("Allegedly, it is not because of their race, color, or
ethnicity but rather because they are poor and lack access to financial inclusion into the mainstream South
African economy.").
' See id. at 183.
6 See PEER STIN ET AL, IW'L FIN. CORP., TOWARD UNIVERSAL A(XESS:
ADDRESSING THE GLOBAL CHALLENGE OF FINANCIAL INCLUSION 8 (2011),
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/268111468126880705/pdf/94831OWPOBox380ersalAccessO
Complete.pdf[http://perma.cc/87YP-SV69] ("The regions with the largest share of unbanked populations
are Sub-Saharan Africa, where only 12 percent are banked .... .").
See id. at 2 ("To advance the financial inclusion agenda at the global level, it is important. . . to
improve access to financial services for the poor.").
8Id. at 9.
9 Id. at 10-11 (depicting the "Seven Benefits of Financial Inclusion" in Figure 8).
1o See Shawn Cole et al., Can Gambling Increase Savings? Empirical Evidence on
Prize-linked Savings 7 (Said Business School, Working Paper No. 2014-10, 2018),
http://beniverson.org/papers/MaMa.pdf [https://perma.cc/P3AL-8RLS].
" Dubner & Lam, supra note 3.
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offered no interest rate, but instead offered individuals the chance to win a large cash
prize.12
The MaMa program saw immediate success after its debut in January of 2005."
First National Bank would pool the money which would have ordinarily been paid
out in the form of a nominal interest rate, and raffled it off in the form of prizes1 4
with values ranging from a grand prize of one million Rand to lower prizes of one
thousand Rand.15 Each account holder would receive one entry into this lottery
system for each one hundred Rand in his account." The MaMa accounts served their
intended purpose, bringing in over one million customers."By mid-2006, there were
more MaMa accounts than FNB's regular savings accounts, just a year and a half
after the product was launched.'
Despite MaMa's overwhelming success, the program ended in 2008." As over a
million new customers came into FNB, regulators began to take notice, and a new
player entered the scene-the South African State Lottery.20 The state lottery took
FNB to court, and the MaMa accounts were deemed by the South African Supreme
Court of Appeals to be in violation of the Lottery Act of 1997.21 While FNB argued
that they were not operating a lottery because all principal was preserved, the Court
nonetheless found these accounts to infringe on the South African Lottery's.
state-backed monopoly over the industry.22
The MaMa program, while short-lived, is an example of a prize-linked savings
program. The idea of using these prize-linked savings accounts to attract un-banked
or under-banked individuals has recently gained traction in the United States, with
banks in many states beginning to offer products similar to the MaMa account.23 In
states with laws like Kentucky's however, banks have run into the same legal issue
that FNB did-the state-backed monopoly power held by the state lottery.
Prize-linked savings (PLS) accounts have seen considerable success in the realm
of consumer banking in the United States and other countries.24 By allowing banks,
to offer these accounts, Kentucky would be taking an important step by promoting
greater financial stability and encouraging individuals to grow their personal savings.
This Note will analyze some of the potential vehicles for implementing PLS accounts
12 Cole et al., supra note 10, at 7-8, 8 n.11.
13 See id. at 7-8.
4 Dubner & Lam, supra note 3.
is Id.; see also Cole et al., supra note 10, at 7 (discussing the full range of prizes).
1 Cole et al., supra note 10, at 7-8.
17 Dubner & Lam, supra note 3 (discussing an interview with Robert Keip, former head of Investment
Product House at FNB, stating that the MaMa program brought in "over a million customers").
I" Cole et al., supra note 10, at 8.
'
9 Id. at 9.
20 Dubner & Lam, supra note 3 (using South African State Lottery interchangeably with the South
African National Lottery).
21 See Cole, supra note 10, at 9.
22 See id.
23 See Heather Morton, Prize-Linked Savings 2016 Legislation, NAT'L CONF. ST.
LEGISLATURES (June 10, 2016),http://www.ncsl.org/research/financial-services-and-commerce/prize-
linked-savings-2016-legislation.aspx [http://perma.cc/T4V2-XP53].




in states like Kentucky, where legality of such accounts is still at issue. Furthermore,
this Note will argue that the state's protection of the Kentucky Lottery corporation's
monopoly is creating unintended and unfair results for consumers. Part I examines
the PLS concept and its benefits, as well as its use in other states and abroad. Part II
considers the various means of implementing PLS accounts on a state-level, also
identifying some of the unique barriers to their implementation in Kentucky. Part m
delves deeper into the rational for the monopoly currently held by the Kentucky
Lottery, arguing that the policy goals which would be accomplished by the allowance
of PLS accounts in Kentucky overcome any rationales for continuing to protect the
state lottery.
I. PRIZE-LINKED SAVINGS PRODUCTS
While the idea of incorporating a lottery system into a traditionally "boring"
banking industry is relatively new in the United States, PLS accounts have been
studied and utilized by financial innovators and economists around the world for
years.25 While the concept behind PLS is based in notions of behavioral economics
and consumer finance, the implementation and use of a PLS model requires
significant analysis into the legal barriers and repercussions. Section I.A explains the
concept of PLS, and Section I.B describes how these accounts appeal to consumers
and benefit those with low levels of savings. Section I.C looks at some of the places
where PLS has been utilized and examine what the historical outcomes have been.
A. Prize-Linked Savings - A New Way to Save
Traditionally, Americans have not done a great job at saving money.26 A 2011
study showed that one quarter of Americans do not think they could come up with
$2,000 in thirty days in the event of an unforeseen emergency.27 Not surprisingly,
researchers found these results more commonly reported by low-income families;
however, a "pervasive lack of savings" is commonly found among varying
25 See id. ("The idea to test a prize-linked savings concept in the United States came from the research
of Peter Tufano, cofounder of Commonwealth, Dean at Oxford University's Said Business School and
former Harvard Business School Professor."). Commonwealth, formerly called the Doorways to Dreams
Fund, is a nonprofit whose "purpose is to create a stronger and more prosperous society
where everyone has financial opportunity." Our Story, COMMONWEALTH,
https:/fbuildcommonwealth.org/about/our-story [http://perma.cc/3357-XVJT].
26 See, e.g., Maxim Latman, Free The Piggy Bank: Removing Legal Barriers to Prize-Linked Savings
Programs in The U.S. and How That Will Increase Financial Stability, 19 Sw. J. INT'L L. 427, 428 (2013)
("The lack of saving over the past 20 years has led to serious repercussions for ... the U.S. and global
economies, and culminated in the 2008 financial crisis. . . .").
27 Annamaria Lusardi et al., Financially Fragile Households: Evidence and Implications 2 (Nat'l
Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 17072, 2011),
https://www.nber.org/papers/wl7072.pdf [https://perma.cc/MD2H-9KWV]; see also id. at 6 ("The
$2,000 figure reflects the order of magnitude as the cost of an unanticipated major car repair, a large
co-payment on a medical expense, legal expenses, or a home repair.").
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socio-economic levels.28 In Kentucky, the statistics are especially bleak. As of 2016,
over half of Kentucky's population fell below the liquid asset poverty rate,29 meaning
that they do not have "sufficient liquid assets to subsist at the poverty level for three
months in the absence of income."30
A systemic lack of savings does not just mean that families fall into debt more
frequently with the occurrence of an unforeseen financial event. It also means that
Kentuckians are not saving for retirement, which can make citizens more dependent
on social security and state money." A systematic lack of savings can also translate
to more students taking out loans for school.3 2 Furthermore, "[a] lack of financial
stability is one of the biggest deterrents for women who are considering leaving an
abusive relationship."33
Academics and policy-makers agree "that traditional vehicles for increasing
saving, including IRAs and 401(k)s, are not generally successful at raising saving"
amounts for low-income individuals.34 Some government initiative has been made
in the form of "the Saver's Credit and Individual Development Accounts, which use
matching funds as an additional enticement to save."35 While these efforts are
promising, they also require significant government support.36
The reasons why people do or do not save money vary for many reasons. Itis
clear, however, that individuals and society are adversely affected by a lack of
short-term savings." Also troubling is that many Americans, while unable to come
up with enough financial capital to weather a minor financial setback, also purchase
items that seem economically irrational. An example of this irrational spending
28 Id. at 11, 25 (finding that nearly 25 percent of the people earning between $100,000 and $150,000
a year claim to be unable to come up with $2,000 in thirty days).
29 State Profile Report, PROSPERITY Now, http://scorecard.prosperitynow.org/2016/state/ky
[https://perma.cc/PS59-XQ7H] (listing Kentucky's percentage of citizens under the liquid asset poverty
rate as 52.2 percent).
3o Liquid Asset Poverty Rate, PROSPERITY Now, http://scorecardprosperitynow.org/2016/measurelliquid-
asset-poverty-rate [https://permac7WK28TFF].
3 See Matt Bevin et al., Column: Saving Kentucky's Retirement Systems, GLASGOW DAILY TIMES
(Aug. 29, 2017), http://www.glasgowdailytimes.com/opinion/column-saving-kentucky-s-retirement-
systems/articlebef2d76e-8ce2- 11 e7-b391-3700cee4833b.html [http://perma.cc/8ND3-6KBA].
32 
Se Pigfor College Savings Pograms, KHEAA, https ww.kheaacom/website/kheaa/savigsmain-1
[http://perma.cc/N2P2-JB2F] (describing the Kentucky Education Savings Plan Trust, which encourages
saving for tuition).
33 Economic Empowerment Program, KCADV, https://kcadv.org/our-work/economic-
empowerment-program [http://perma.cc/N996-KY4W].
34 Melissa Kearney et al., Making Savers Winners: An Overview ofPrize-Linked Savings Products 2
(Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 16433, 2010),
https://www.nber.org/papers/wl6433.pdf[https://perma.cc/7JM3-BVXS].
35 Id.; see also Uncle Sam Helps You Save More: Find Out if
You're Eligible for the Savings Credit, KY. DEFERRED COMP,
https://www.kentuckyplans.com/iApp/tcm/kentuckyplans/learning/library/SaversTaxCreditLimi
tsjsp [http://perma.cc/3QWZ-VULH]; Individual Development Accounts, KCADV,
https://www.kcadv.org/content/individual-development-accounts [http://perma.cc/RSM3-B7SB]
("Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) are matched savings accounts designed to help
survivors save toward a specific asset goal.").
3' Kearney et al., supra note 34, at 2.
3 See Lusardi et al., supra note 27, at 3.
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behavior is well exhibited in Americans' purchase of lottery tickets. While the odds
of winning are very small, "[h]ouseholds that play the lottery spend on average about
$1,000 a year on tickets."" In 2017, Forbes magazine reported that "Americans
spend more than $70 billion per year on lottery tickets, which is more than they spend
on sports, books, games, movies, and music combined."' While lottery ticket
spending is not limited to any one socioeconomic group, the effects of this level of
spending have a disparaging effect on low-income families.40
Prize-linked savings, sometimes referred to as a "savings promotion raffle,"' is
an idea that attempts to harness the same excitement and esire for a windfall payout
that drives people to play the lottery, while still allowing an individual to retain their
principal.4 2 The idea is that small interest rates on a typical savings account do not
provide short-term incentives to contribute to one's savings.43 "Unlike traditional
savings accounts, where accrued interest is deposited back into the accounts, the
interest generated by PLS accounts is pooled together and periodically raffled off in
the form of cash prizes." The benefit of these accounts is that the depositor is
guaranteed their principal, and the only thing at risk is the interest.45 Another way of
describing PLS is that the depositor forgoes the opportunity of accruing a traditional
annual percentage yield ("APY") interest on the funds in their account for the chance
to win a cash prize." The cash prizes typically vary in amount of frequency, allowing
the bank to give out some smaller prizes, perhaps monthly, as well as larger grand
prizes.
In 2014, President Obama signed into law the American Savings Promotion Act,
which removed regulatory barriers for the use of PLS on the federal level.47 Prior to
enacting this law, PLS accounts were only allowed in a handful of "states through
credit unions, whose pilot programs were quite successful."" While the American
Savings Promotion Act removed many of the barriers for PLS, this federal
deregulation did not override any state laws which ban their use, allowing states to
" Dubner & Lam, supra note 3 ("Households that play the lottery spend on average about $1,000 a
year on tickets-that's more than a typical household spends in grocery stores, on dairy products and beer
combined. This year, Americans will buy about $60 billion worth of lottery tickets.").
" See, e.g., Hersh Shefrin, Keep Your Eye On Wal-Mart's Bold, Brilliant Behavioral Program,
FORBES (May 22, 2017), https://www.forbes.com/sites/hershshefrin/2017/05/22/keep-your-eye-on-wal-
marts-bold-brilliant-behavioral-program/2/# [http://perma.cc/P7ZF-G23C].
` See Kearney et al., supra note 34, at 3-5.
' See id. at 16.
42 Id. at 1-2.
41 Id. at 2-3.
4 Latman, supra note 26, at 428.
45 Id.; see also Peter Tufano et al., Consumer Demand for Prize-Linked Savings: A Preliminary
Analysis 7 (Harvard Business School Finance, Working Paper No. 08-061, 2008),
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/08-061_17c22e32-feO6-4b4a-8b5e-e09227fc8104.pdf
[https://perma.cc/3ZMA-NWJS].
4 Latman, supra note 26, at 428.
47 See American Savings Promotion Act, Pub. L. No. 113-251, 128 Stat. 2888 (2014).
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still opt out.4 9 For reasons discussed further in this note, many states still have
significant legal and regulatory barriers preventing the implementation of these
accounts.
B. Skewness - The Irresistible Appeal to Play the Odds
While the odds of winning the lottery are negligible, the hope of winning a huge
amount of money leads many people to pour money in the lottery.o An experiment
demonstrated that state lotteries prove to have a negative return on investment,
making the investment choice purely irrational in an economic sense."' Many have
questioned why individuals continue to play the lottery when the odds are so terrible.
The typical assumption is misinformation on behalf of gamblers, leading to the
lottery's nickname as a "tax on people who can't do math."52
Traditional economic theory assumes that consumers are risk averse, meaning
that they would typically prefer to guard against a loss than receive a gain of equal
value." Per this theory, playing the state lottery would only make sense if these
consumers received sufficient entertainment value or utility from gambling to
outweigh the losses.54 However, researchers have identified that this skewed
consumer preference for "investing" in a mechanism that offers such poor returnslis
based on fairly simple concept - the idea of changing one's life." The result
researchers have found is that many people value "a small chance at a life-changing
payout" more than the "almost certainty of a pittance" in the form of negligible
interest rates.6
In March 2018, the FDIC reported a national average of 0.10 percent APY on
money market accounts with deposits under $100,000, and 0.15 percent for accounts
over $100,000." Money market accounts typically offer even better rates than
regular savings accounts, largely because they require larger opening deposits." This
49 Id.
so See, e.g., Latman, supra note 26, at 436; Kathy Kristof, Buying Lottery Tickets Will Never Make
You Rich, CBS MONEYWATCH (July 19, 2017), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/buying-lottery-tickets-
will-never-make-you-rich/ [http://perma.cc/4QHB-RQQG].
sI See Kristof, supra note 50.
52 See David McElroy, A Tax on People Who Can't Do Math? Maybe Worst Possibility is Winning,
DAVID MCELROY (Mar. 30, 2012), http://www.davidmcelroy.org/?p=11998 [http://perma.cc/K5M5-
HYDK].
s3 See Jodi Beggs, Introduction to Behavioral Economics, THOUGHTCO. (July 27, 2018),
https://www.thoughtco.com/intro-to-behavioral-economics- 146878 [http://perma.cc/4NVB-73KJ].
54
See LEE C. STUART, PUB. GAMING INT'L, BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS: LESSONS FOR
LOTTERY 62-64 (2016),https://www.pgridigitallibrary.com/uploads/4/3/1/5/43157305/2016_november-
decemberbehavioraleconomics.pdf [https://perma.cc/SM9E-Q9GD].
ss See Dubner & Lam, supra note 3 ("[T]he idea that there's some big prize way out there that
corresponds to very small odds, but there's some potential of capturing that. And that's what your typical
money market account can't give you.").
5 Id. (discussing individuals' draw to the lottery with economist Peter Tufano).
s Weekly National Rates and Rate Caps, FED. DEPOSIT INS. CORP. (Mar. 19, 2018),
https//www.fdic.gov/reguations/resources/rates/historical/2018-03-19.html [http//perma.cc/P2EYJD3Y].
s"See Andrew Freiburghouse, Money Market Accounts vs. Savings Accounts, MONEYRATES.COM
(May 4, 2018), https://www.money-rates.com/basicguides/moneymarket/mma-vs-savings.htm
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means that for a money market account with a balance of $1,500, the monthly interest
earned may be around $1.50.19 This return would still be thirty percent higher than
that on a traditional savings account.o
With interest rates providing such low incentives to save, it is not surprising that
a survey of more than a thousand adults found that twenty-one percent of Americans
considered the lottery to be their greatest chance of increasing their wealth by
hundreds of thousands of dollars.61 That number jumps to thirty-eight percent for
those with incomes below $25,000 a year.62
Researchers began to ask how these "observed preferences for uncertain payoffs
could be leveraged to encourage saving," by harnessing the "widespread demand for
low-probability, high-prize gambling products, in particular among low-income
individuals and households." The idea behind PLS accounts is that by appealing to
the same excitement that incentivizes individuals to play the state lottery, individuals
can utilize PLS to "play the odds" of winning a cash payout, and do so without losing
their principal."
C. Use of PLS Products Has Proven Highly Successful
Prize-linked savings is not a new idea. Not only have several states begun to
utilize these products, but they have proven to be quite successful in other
countries." One example, of course, is the MaMa program and its short-lived success
in South Africa;' however, this is not the only example of this type of program.
Prize-linked savings products are currently found in twenty-two countries around the
world.67
The United Kingdom has a product called premium bonds, which they have used
for over fifty years." Just like a PLS account, these bonds earn no interest; "[i]nstead,
the interest rate funds a monthly prize draw for tax-free prizes."' Bond-holders are
[https://perma.ccN8V5-K5U2] ("Opening an MMA might require more funds from a depositor than an
ordinary savings account would, but it may include a higher interest rate on deposits that a savings account
can't match.").
5 See Weekly National Rates and Rate Caps, supra note 57.
60 See id. (citing a .07 APY on traditional savings accounts with balances less than $100,000, which
translates to a monthly interest of $1.05 on a savings account with a balance of $1,500).
" Kearney et al., supra note 34, at 5.
62 Id.
63 Id. at 3.
" See supra notes 41-42 and accompanying text.
6s What is Prize-Linked Savings?, supra note 24.
6 See supra notes 10-22 and accompanying text.
67 HEIDI BOYD & NICK MAYNARD, DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, PRIZE-LINKED SAVINGS AND
FINANCIALLY VULNERABLE AMERICANS: INSIGHTS FROM A FIVE-STATE STUDY 3 (2011),
http//www.uabatl.net/Prize-Linked Savings and FinanciallyVulnerableAmericans.pdf[http1/permacc/GXZ8-
7Y4E].
68Premium Bonds, MONEY ADVICE SERV., https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uken/articles/premium-
bonds. [http://perma.cc/5DWN-FY53].
69 Premium Bonds: Facts and Figures, NAT'L SAV. & INVS., https://www.nsandi.com/premium-
bonds [http://perma.cc/98NS-FTXH].
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entered into a monthly E1 million jackpot and are eligible for other tax-free prizes.o
Premium bonds are held by over twenty-one million Britons, making them one of
Britain's most popular savings products." Bond-holders' money is backed by the
government's treasury, 72 and bond-holders can take their money out at any time.7 3
The success of PLS programs abroad led economist and Harvard professor Peter
Tufano to pitch the idea to a group of Michigan credit unions.74 While most states
faced legislative barriers which prevented the offering of savings promotion raffles,
Michigan's law had a loophole which allowed for credit unions to offer them.75 in
partnership with Tufano's nonprofit, Commonwealth, Michigan launched the pilot,
known as the Save to Win program, in 2009.76 The program introduced account
options designed to "make saving fun." 7 7 By the end of the year, the program
successfully attracted more than eleven thousand savers to save $8.5 million.7
The success of Michigan's Save to Win and the resulting expansion of the
program motivated many states to institute legislative change to allow credit unions
to offer PLS promotion raffles. In 2012, CU Solutions Group (CUSG), an affiliate
of the Michigan Credit Union League, took over the program's product management
aspects to promote a national program, allowing Nebraska credit unions to join and
participate in the Save to Win program.79 In 2015, Connecticut and Virginia joined
Michigan and Nebraska credit unions to promote the first large-scale national; or
multi-state, program.8 o As of 2018, eleven states have joined the multi-state program,
plus Washington which participates in an individual state program .8 1
II. IMPLEMENTING PLS ACCOUNTS IN KENTUCKY
While many states allow their credit unions and/or banks to offer some form of
a promotional raffle,82 PLS accounts are still illegal in Kentucky and many other
states.8 1 In Kentucky, state law mandates that the only legal lottery is one that is run
71 Naomi Rovnick, Are Premium Bonds Still Worth It?, FIN. TIMES (Apr. 1, 2016),
https//www.fLtcom/content/1296a45a-f733-1 e5-803c-d27c7117dl32 [http-//pernacc/LD8S-8DNQ].
72 id
7 Premium Bonds, supra note 68.
74 See What is Prize-Linked Savings?, supra note 24.
75 Id.
76 History of Save to Win, SAVE TO WIN, http://www.savetowin.org/product-info/history-of-save-to-
win [http://perma.cc/99YS-M5KV].
n7 See DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, PRIZE-LINKED SAVINGS: AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE, WHILE
HAVING FUN 2 (2011), http://www.ncsl.org/documents/sfn/PLSD2D.pdf [http://perma.cc/72NS-
GVVX] (articulating the marketing phrase "make saving fun").
7 History of Save to Win, supra note 76.
79 Id.
'0 DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, SAVE TO WIN IMPACT: 2015 OVERVIEW 1 (2015),
http://www.savetowin.org/files/s2w/1/file/Documents/2016/STWOverview_2015_Final.pdf
[https://perma.cc/XU5L-HK38].
" History of Save to Win, supra note 76.
82 Morton, supra note 23 (finding that twenty states passed legislation allowing credit unions to offer
saving promotion raffles as of June 2016).
83 See, e.g., KY. CONST. § 226(3).
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by the state itself,' and PLS accounts are likely prohibited because they fall under
the definition of a lottery. Section H.A will identify some of the legal barriers to
implementing PLS in Kentucky. Section II.B will consider various vehicles for
introducing PLS products.
A. PLS Products Would Likely be Considered "Lotteries " For Purposes of
The Kentucky State Constitution
When the Kentucky Constitution was adopted in 1891, it included "explicit
language forbidding 'lotteries and gift enterprises ... [and] schemes for similar
purposes.""' Some drafters of the Kentucky Constitutional Convention believed
gambling to be a morally reprehensible evil.86 Although gambling was a large part
of the nation's colonial history, public opinion began to look unfavorable on
gambling in the early 1800s.8 1 While religious-centered morals were a large reason
for the war on gambling, the attack was largely focused on lotteries as they
represented the "Jacksonian resentment toward privilege."8 8  Notably, the
Convention declined to adopt an amendment forbidding all species of gambling, but
rather limited the prohibition to lotteries exclusively."
Following the trend set by many other states at the time, Kentucky voters adopted
a constitutional amendment in 1988 which permitted the establishment of a
state-backed lottery." Later that same year, the General Assembly passed
"legislation adopting the Kentucky state lottery and creating the Kentucky Lottery
Corporation, 'an independent, de jure municipal corporation and political
subdivision of the Commonwealth of Kentucky." '9
Section 226 of the Kentucky Constitution currently disallows "lotteries and gift
enterprises," with two narrow exclusions that allow for a state-sponsored lottery and
8 4 Id. § 226(1).
s Ky. Att'y Gen., OAG 09-004, Opinion on Video Lottery Terminals at Kentucky's Horse Race
Tracks 5 (June 15, 2009) (quoting KY. CONST. § 226(3)).
16 See Commonwealth v. Kentucky Jockey Club, 38 S.W.2d 987, 993 (Ky. 1931) (explaining that at
the time section 226 was considered, the delegate who proposed the amendment argued that "all gambling
was equally wrong").
1 See ROGER DUNSTAIN, CALL RESEARCH BUREAU, CRB-97-003, GAMBLING IN CALIFORNIA
11-2-11-4 (1997), https://www.library.ca.gov/Content/pdf/crb/reports/97-003.pdf [http://perma.cc/UT48-
ZM4L].
8 Id. at 11-4.
8 The Kentucky Supreme Court explained the Convention's decision as follows:
The delegate who proposed the amendment was asked whether his proposition embraced the
prohibition of betting upon the speed of horses, to which he responded that it was his purpose
to forbid all species of gambling and all games of chance in every conceivable form.. .. The
amendment was rejected, thus indicating that it was the intention of the Convention not to
include in section 226 anything but lotteries of the type familiar at the time.
Kentucky Jockey Club, 38 S.W.2d at 993.
9 Ky. Att'y Gen., supra note 85, at 5 (citing KY CONST. § 226(1)).
91 Id. at 5 (citing KY. REv. STAT. ANN. § 154A.020(1) (West 2018)).
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charitable lotteries and gift enterprises.9 2 While Kentucky's Constitution
distinguished lotteries from any other forms of gaming, the Constitution itself does
not define the term "lottery." Kentucky courts have defined a lottery as "a species of
gambling, defined as a scheme for the distribution of prizes or things of value, by lot
or chance, among persons who have paid, or agree to pay, a valuable consideration,
for the chance to share in the distribution." 3 "This 'pure chance' rule is also referred
to as the 'English Rule,"'94 and Kentucky courts have broken it into three
factors: (1) chance, (2) prize, and (3) consideration." Any game or institution which
meets these factors is considered a lottery, and is, thereby, in violation of the
Kentucky Constitution.96
There is currently no binding law on whether PLS products meet the three factors
of the pure chance rule, deeming them illegal lotteries. Recently, "Kentucky Bank
and the Kentucky Bankers Association successfully sued the state's Department of
Financial Institutions for a declaration that prize linked savings accounts do not
violate state statutes prohibiting gambling."' While this appears to be a favorable
decision for institutions wishing to offer PLS products, it is an unpublished circuit
court opinion and it is not clear whether the court undertook the evaluation required
under the pure chance rule.98 Regardless, the legal battle over whether PLS accounts
do in fact violate the state's prohibition against lotteries has only just begun. -
While no higher Kentucky courts have had the opportunity to determine whether
a PLS product meets these three factors, courts have been quick to find that programs
meeting at least some of these three factors are in fact lotteries.99 Because the
Attorney General's office is responsible for investigating allegations of illegal
gambling, much of the interpretation of whether programs are illegal lotteries under
section 226 have come in the form of non-binding opinions of the Attorney
General.'00
Even if characterized as a "raffle" rather than a lottery, raffle programs
themselves may qualify as a lottery.o' In Commonwealth v. Malco-Memphis
92 KY. CONST. § 226(1)-(3); see also KY. REv. STAT. ANN. § 154.020(1) (West 2018); KY. REv.
STAT. ANN. § 238.500 (West 2018).
1 See, e.g., Kentucky Jockey Club, 38 S.W.2d at 992 (finding that because the outcome of horse
racing depends on more than mere chance, it does not fall within the prohibition against lotteries).
94 Ky. Att'y Gen., OAG 09-004, supra note 85, at 10. This rule is slightly different than the American
Rule, which considers a lottery game to be one that is decided "predominantly by chance." Id.
9s Id. (citing Commonwealth v. Malco-Memphis Theatres, Inc., 169 S.W.2d 596, 598 (Ky. 1943)).
96 See Malco-Memphis Theatres, Inc., 169 S.W.2d at 598.
9 Allen Matkins, Author Wagers Prize Linked Savings Accounts Are Not Lotteries, JD SUPRA
(Mar. 6, 2018), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/author-wagers-prize-linked-savings-52601/
[http://perma.cc/EUC6-873K].
9 See id.
9 See Otto v. Kosofsky, 476 S.W.2d 626, 629 (Ky. 1971) (finding that bingo is a lottery under the
three factor test).
"n See Ky. Att'y Gen, supra note 85, at 3, 19 ("This opinion does not mean to suggest that the
Kentucky courts are obligated to follow any precedent other than Kentucky's own decisions. Specifically,
the foregoing cases from other states offer direct and tangible support for Kentucky courts to follow the
binding precedent offered in the Jockey Club decision.").
"o See Worden v. City of Louisville, 131 S.W.2d 923, 925-26 (Ky. 1939).
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Theatres, Inc., the issue before the court was whether a movie theater's promotional
prize drawing constituted a lottery.102 The theater argued that because customers
were paying no more than the regular price for a movie ticket, there was no
consideration paid to enter the drawing.103 In the case, the court held that: "The fact
that there can be no loss to the participants does not prevent the scheme from being
a lottery when there may be contingent gains. So long as prizes are distributed by
chance among people who have paid consideration to enter the contest."'0
Because Kentucky considers all institutions where a winner is determined
"purely by chance" to be a lottery,'0o all such games or institutions must be regulated
by the Kentucky state lottery.10 Furthermore, the binding precedent in Kentucky
makes clear that it is immaterial whether participants experience any financial
loss.'o7 Like the raffle at issue in Malco-Memphis Theatres, PLS accounts require no
additional consideration beyond what the consumer wishes to deposit into their
savings account. Regardless, Kentucky law holds that additional consideration is not
required,0 ' therefore PLS would fail the pure chance rule under the current law.
The implementation of PLS programs in Kentucky, as illegal lotteries, would
require either regulation by the state lottery under section 226(1), or it would require
amending the Kentucky Constitution. As to the first option, the Attorney General has
previously approved legislation that permitted the state lottery to offer video lottery
terminals under the state lottery exception to section 226.'09 In that instance, the
Attorney General relied on other state courts, which found that "expanded lottery
acts regulated by and benefitting the state without further amendments to their
respective state constitutions."'10
Even if PLS accounts were not found to be lotteries under the pure chance rule,
legislative action approving their use would still be required. In that case, the
legislature could approve the use of a PLS account without an amendment of the
Kentucky Constitution. The Attorney General has previously confirmed that
"gaming, which does not fall within the traditional definition of a lottery, may be
permitted by statute, 'which is inherently more flexible than the dictates of the
[C]onstitution.'""
102 Commonwealth v. Malco-Memphis Theatres, Inc., 169 S.W.2d 596, 598 (Ky. 1943).
103 id
1 Id.
os See supra notes 92-95 and accompanying text.
6 KY. CONST. § 226(1); see also KY. REv. STAT. ANN. § 154A.020(l) (West 2014).
o0 Malco-Memphis Theatres, 169 S.W.2d at 598.
log Id.
1o' Ky. Att'y Gen., supra note 85, at 12, 15.
11o Id. at 17.
'" Id. at 15 (emphasis added) (quoting Ky. Att'y Gen., OAG 05-003, Opinion on Constitutional
Limits Upon the Authority of the General Assembly to Pass Statutes which Expand Gambling in Kentucky
7 (Mar. 21, 2005)).
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B. Multiple Vehicles Could be Used to Implement PLS
After establishing the legality of PLS programs, there still stands the issue of how
to implement and offer these accounts. Prize-linked savings products can be offered
through a variety of vehicles, not all of which are equally suited for large-scale
expansion.112 Different institutions could implement hese products on a state level,
including state governments agencies or "private entities like banks and credit
unions.""' The institutions differ in their ability to structure and stabilize these
products, and it's not clear that each would have the same incentives to market them
to consumers.14 For that reason, a major consideration along with tackling state law
issues is determining what ype of organizations will sponsor the product."
i. Banks Have Strong Incentives to Offer PLS Products
Because of the strong economic incentives to market PLS products to consumers,
"banks would likely be effective vehicles for launching PLS initiatives.""' Banks,
while currently prohibited from offering PLS products in Kentucky,"'7 are subject to
significant regulations which would make implementation difficult, even, if they
were legally permitted to offer such products.'" Furthermore, although the American
Savings Promotion Act removed federal barriers to offering PLS initiatives," 9 many
banks have "[1]ingering concerns about regulatory challenges," even those in states
that have passed laws permitting the use of PLS products.2 0
One alternative that banks in states where PLS products are illegal have
employed is to characterize the program under an alternative legal structure such as
a sweepstakes.'2  This distinction rests on the idea that a sweepstakes does not
112 Ann E. Watford, Save Now, Win Later: Removing Statutory Barriers to Prize-Linked Savings
Initiatives, 67 VAND. L. REV. 907, 921 (2014).
113 Id; see also DOORWAYS To DREAMS FUND, SAVE TO WIN: 2009 FINAL PROJEct RESULTS 23 (2010),
https//buildcommonwealth.org/assets/downloads/savetowinfinal_ores.pdf [http://permia.cc/6RNM-JF66] (noting
that "[b]anks, lotteries, employers and the govemment ... present additional and as-yet-unexplored channels for
prize-linked savings in the United States").
114 See Watford, supra note 112, at 921-22.
us See DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, supra note 113, at 25.
"1 Watford, supra note 112, at 925; see also Mauro F. Guill6n & Adrian E. Tschoegl, Banking on
Gambling: Banks and Lottery-Linked Deposit Accounts, 21 J. FIN. SERVS. RES. 219, 220 (2002) (noting
that savers "reward the issuers [of PLS products] by accepting a nominal lower return on the accounts
than they would receive on an account that provided a certain return").
1' See supra Section III.A.
".. See Watford, supra note 112, at 925-26 (discussing federal regulations on all banking institutions).
"' See American Savings Promotion Act, Pub. L. No. 113-251, 128 Stat. 2890 (2014) (explaining in
section five that criminal liability for racketeering does "not apply to a savings promotion raffle conducted
by an insured depository institution or an insured credit union").
120 Mariele McGlazer, Community Bank's Prize Linked Savings, AM. BANKERS ASS'N (Aug. 30,
2017), http-//ababankmarketing.com/msights/community-banks-prize-linked-savings/ [httpi//penna-cc346P-
XD7V].
121 Kearney, supra note 34, at 18 (providing examples such as the JPMorgan Chase's 'Double your




require any consideration to participate.'22 In other words, a participant's eligibility
cannot depend on his or her putting money into or opening a savings account.'23 The
issue becomes that those who do not hold accounts may participate in the program
without having to make a deposit, ultimately undermining the goal of incentivizing
saving.124
Outside of state gaming laws, banks and bank regulators may also have concerns
related to potential violations of consumer protection laws. Banks in Kentucky are
not permitted to deploy "[u]nfair, false, misleading, or deceptive acts or practices in
the conduct of any trade or commerce."125 Despite the noble purposes behind the
idea of PLS products (i.e. appealing to low-income and underbanked individuals), it
is important to recognize that the long-term incentives for banks may not line up, as
banks are profit-maximizing institutions.126 Often with these accounts, the long-term
result is that customers accept a lower nominal interest rate than they would receive
on a traditional savings account.127 Another related concern may be how heavily
banks tend to market these accounts, using prize money as the "carrot" to lure
consumers in.128
Many in the banking industry have justifiable concerns regarding the
"gamification" of personal finance, turning the traditional seriousness of banking
into a gimmick.129 Some bankers are troubled with the general idea of associating
the industry with gambling.30 While some of these banking concerns can be solved
through appropriately regulating PLS products, it is clear that banks are hesitant to
participate in PLS, even in states where they are legally permitted to."' As a practical
matter, only three community banks in the United States still offer PLS products.13 2
122 Watford, supra note 112, at 922 ("To avoid classification as an illegal lottery, vehicles could
characterize their PLS program as a sweepstakes, which can be described generally as 'a game of chance
in which entry is open to all entrants without any payment or other consideration."').
123 Id. at 923-24.
124 Id. at 923 (finding that the characterization of a PLS program as a sweepstakes "undermines the
overall goal of prize-linked savings, as it eliminates the incentive to make new deposits."); see also
DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, supra note 113, at 10 (noting that credit unions are "unenthusiastic about
an approach under which non-members could participate in the program without having to make a
deposit").
125 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.170 (West 2018).
126 See Kate Young, Prize Linked Savings: What to Solve, AM. BANKERS Ass'N (Jan. 10, 2017)
http//ababankmareting.com/insights/prize-linked-savings-solvel [httpJ/pemna-ce/AA3E-M2G8] ("Lance
Kessler, faculty member at the ABA Bank Marketing School and the Stonier Graduate School of Banking
finds the [PLS] concept troubling because of the trust issues associated with banks over the last eight
years.").
127 See Guilldn, supra note 116, at 220.
128 See Young, supra note 126.
129 See id. (stating that even those banks who dismiss the idea of PLS accounts will have a tough time
ignoring the industry trend towards gamification of the banking industry); McGlazer, supra note 120.
13 See Young, supra note 126.
1 See McGlazer, supra note 120.
132 Id.
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ii. Credit Unions Have Proven to Be a Stable and Successful Means of
Implementing PLS
While credit unions face many of the same state law barriers that banks do, they
have proven to be a favorable vehicle for the implementation of PLS in a variety of
ways."' Practically, banks and credit unions are functionally similar institutions with
some key differences in terminology and structure.'34 The primary structural
difference is that while banks are for-profit institutions that answer to shareholder
constituencies, credit unions are nonprofits whose retained earnings go towards
providing favorable interest rates and benefits for their members.1 35
Credit unions have seen much more success in implementing PLS largely due to
a higher degree of regulatory flexibility.136 As opposed to banks, who have only
recently been permitted by federal law to introduce these products, credit unions have
had more opportunity to offer promotions or lotteries.137 This creates additional
benefits for implementing PLS through credit unions, who have the advantage of
building on the successes of other credit union programs like Michigan's Save to
Win."' This explains why of the twenty states which have passed legislation
allowing for PLS, four of those states allow for credit unions exclusively to offer
PLS products.1 9
While credit unions have proven to be a successful vehicle for implementing
PLS, they are not exempt from some of the same concerns surrounding banks,
including how PLS products will be marketed to financially vulnerable consumers.140
Furthermore, "[c]redit unions cannot serve the general public;" instead, individuals
must "qualify for a credit union membership through their employer, organizational
affiliations like churches or other social groups, or as part of a community-chartered
credit union."14' For this reason, it's uncertain whether credit unions are as effective
at reaching the low-income and unbanked individuals that PLS programs were
designed to help.
"' See Watford, supra note 112, at 927-28 (reasoning that credit unions have the most promise as a
vehicle for implementing PLS); DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, supra note 113, at 5 ("The credit union
industry is well suited to incubate and scale a prize-linked savings product.").
134 See Watford, supra note 112, at 927 ("Whereas bank customers are 'account holders' with
'certificates of deposit' or 'savings accounts,' credit union customers are 'members' who hold a 'share
certificate' or 'share account."').
135 id
136 Watford, supra note 112, at 928 (noting that "credit unions have more legal flexibility than public
institutions and private banks"); DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, supra note 113, at 19.
"' See Watford, supra note 112, at 927-28.
138 See id.
139 See Morton, supra note 23.
" See Watford, supra note 112, at 928, 930-31 ("[C]onsumers may not adequately appreciate hat
they are sacrificing a portion of the interest that they could otherwise
earn from a traditional savings account.").
141 Membership: Who Can Join?, FEDSTAR CREDIT UNION, httpsi//www.fedstarcu.com/aumember.html
[https-1/perma.cc/G9M2-A4B7]; see also 12 U.S.CA. § 1759 (West 2018).
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iii. PLS Products Could Be Offered through the Existing State Lottery System
Under current state law, the state-sponsored Kentucky Lottery is the only entity
permitted to conduct a lottery or gift enterprise.142 The statutory exemption to the
general prohibition against lotteries essentially grants the Kentucky Lottery a
state-backed monopoly over the lottery industry.'43 For this reason, a way to
introduce PLS in Kentucky without an amendment to the Kentucky Constitution
would be to incorporate it into the state's existing lottery infrastructure.'" This puts
the state in a unique position of having the authority to create and offer a PLS product
more simply than other providers.145
Proponents for this idea suggest that the state lottery could offer a new product
within existing lottery distribution channels in the form of a savings ticket.'" A
savings ticket would function similarly to a PLS savings account, except with
consumers buying the tickets from a lottery retailer and setting up an online
account.147 Consumers could withdraw their funds from this online account, but will
"only be eligible for drawings if the funds are still in the account at the time of
drawing," with "the number of entries based on the number of tickets purchased."'48
While this type of program is functionally different from products offered by
private institutions, it draws similarities to the successes achieved by the Premium
Bond program in the United Kingdom, as well as the U.S. Savings Bond program.'49
"The unique combination of a high-quality savings product with the government's
access, credibility, and influence has led to" one in six Americans holding a savings
bond.5 0
In a similar manner, the state lottery, as an untapped asset, "could be leveraged
to provide savings opportunities."'' Proponents of this idea argue that the program
would help increase "financial security among residents while demonstrating ... the
additional values the lottery infrastructure offers to the state."'5 2 Furthermore, states
have a long history of employing the lottery "to raise funds for positive public policy
142 Ky. CONST. § 226(1).
143 See, e.g., JULIA FLEMING, CIR. FOR CHRISTIAN ETHICS AT BAYLOR UNIV., STATE
LorrBRIES: GAMBLING WIT TIE COMMON GOOD 31 (2011),
https://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/144583.pdf [http://perma.cc/U7YT-5WEN]
(explaining that most state governments exercise a monopoly on their lottery systems).
'" See Ky. Att'y Gen., supra note 85, at 20 (finding that the General Assembly may authorize the
Kentucky Lottery Corporation to operate any lottery game within the Jockey Club definition without
amendment o the Kentucky Constitution).
145 See DOORWAYS TO DREAMS FUND, A WINNING PROPOSITION: CREATING
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH THE STATE LOTTERY 2-3 (2013),
https://buildcommonwealth.org/assets/downloads/D2DLottery WhitePaper Revision.pdf
[http://perma.cc/EZ5R-7SMJ].
'" Id. at 11-12.
147 Id.
'" Id. at 12.
149 See id. at 2.
o id.
152 Id.
152 Id. at 3.
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outcomes."' "[B]efore the establishment of taxation and the existence of many
banks, lotteries were common sources for public and private funding."154 "Benjamin
Franklin, John Hancock, George Washington, and Thomas Jefferson reportedly held
raffles to raise funds for cannons for the Revolutionary War" and to build
infrastructure.155
While incorporating PLS into the state lottery may seem like a compromise for
everyone, state lottery commissioners have not been so convinced.156 The New York
State Lottery, the biggest lottery in the country, considered the idea but ultimately
concluded that it was not financially feasible.' Furthermore, state legislatures are
not likely to endorse a game that competes with the existing lottery infrastructure,
which brings millions of dollars into the state budget annually.5
In sum, although the existing lottery infrastructure is currently the only legal
means of introducing PLS in Kentucky, it is likely to receive backlash from lottery
officials and politicians who defend the state lottery as an important revenue source.
Furthermore, a state-regulated PLS program would require significant political
support, and no other states have adopted this option. Therefore, to achieve
widespread expansion, private banks and credit unions must be able to offer PLS
products.'
59
I11. THE POLICY INTERESTS PROMOTED BY PLS OUTWEIGH THE INTERESTS OF
THE KENTUCKY LOTTERY
The Kentucky Lottery Corporation, as the only entity constitutionally permitted
to offer lotteries or gift enterprises, functions by retaining a monopoly over the
lottery industry. While limitations on gambling and betting are valid policy goals,
they do not overcome the policy in favor of increasing financial stability for
Kentucky residents. Furthermore, although the Kentucky lottery raises revenue for
the state, this same lottery functions as an additional tax on those least able to pay it.
A. The 1980 Constitutional Convention Did Not Intend to Prohibit
Prize-Linked Savings Programs When Adopting Section 226
The prohibition against lotteries was written into Kentucky's Constitution in
accordance with the moral and religious ideals which condemned the practice of




1'5 See Watford, supra note 112, at 924; see also Dubner & Lam, supra note 3.
57 Dubner & Lam, supra note 3 (interviewing former New York State lottery director, Gordon
Medenica, who stated that "he couldn't make the math work").
'5 See MIKE HARMON, KY. LOTTERY CORP., REPORT OF THE AUDrr OF THE KENTUCKY LOTTERY
CORPORATION 6 (2017) (reporting that, in 2016, the Kentucky Lottery Corporation brought in a record
$253 million to the state, a $16.9 million increase from 2015); Watford, supra note 112, at 924-25.
159 See Watford, supra note 112, at 925.
160 See supra notes 85-89 and accompanying text.
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Convention, the court in Commonwealth v. Kentucky Jockey Club stated that
"[1]otteries had become an evil of such vast proportions and corrupting influence that
nothing less than absolute prohibition of them was deemed adequate."'
Declining to adopt an amendment prohibiting all -types of gambling, the
Convention chose only to disallow lotteries and "schemes for similar purposes."I62
When the Kentucky Lottery was established in 1989, Governor Wallace Wilkinson
advocated for the proceeds to be used to fund education.66 Despite opposition lead
by grass roots organizations and religious groups, the legislature voted to approve a
constitutional amendment allowing for a state lottery."
By adopting a prohibition against lotteries, the 1890 Constitutional Convention
surely did not intend to disallow saving promotion products, 1' nor did it foresee the
state's current role in protecting a corporation's monopoly over the industry." The
public interest of increasing financial security is surely far greater than the moral
opposition to lotteries that justified their prohibition in the late 1800s.
Moreover, by allowing the state to establish and regulate what was once
considered to be an "evil of such vast proportions,"6 1 this moral opposition clearly
no longer exists to the same degree. This idea is affirmed by the fact that a 2016
Gallup poll found that 67 percent of Americans find gambling to be "morally
acceptable."168 Furthermore, the traditional concerns related to gambling, such as
individuals' loss of money and corruption of values, are absent with respect to PLS
programs. In fact, PLS products have proven to achieve the opposite result by
increasing individual savings and use of banks.169 Furthermore, not only do PLS
products allow the participant to retain his or her principal,170 but money held in
banks or credit unions is federally insured by the federal bank.'7'
161 Commonwealth v. Kentucky Jockey Club, 38 S.W.2d 987, 993 (Ky. 1931).
162 See supra notes 85-89 and accompanying text.163 
See RANDY BOBBrr, LoTrERY WARS: CASE STUDIES IN BIBLE BELT POLICS, 1986-2005 30 (2007).
'
6 See Mary Dieter, Opponents Admit Their Battle is All Uphill, COURIER-JOURNAL, Oct. 20, 1988,
at Al2; Two Men Played Key Roles in Establishing Kentucky Lottery, LOTTERY POST (Jan. 25, 2005),
https://www.lotterypost.com/news/106341 [https://perma.cc/53VS-KCBW].
16s See Kentucky Jockey Club, 38 S.W.2d at 992 (finding that the meaning of section 226 must be
deduced from the intention of the people in framing and adopting the Constitution and considered in the
light of history).
'" See id. at 993 (noting that "[i]t did not occur to any one" around the time of the 1890 Constitutional
Convention "that betting on races, elections, or similar forms of wagering constituted a lottery").
167 Id.
'" Art Swift, Birth Control, Divorce Top List of Morally Acceptable Issues, GALLUP (June 8,2016),
http://news.gallup.com/poll/1 92404/birth-control-divorce-top-list-morally-acceptable-issues.aspx
[http://perma.cc/76NY-C7HS].
161 See, e.g., Watford, supra note 112, at 909, 918 (finding that PLS programs encourage individuals
to save and would likely "reduce the number of unbanked Americans").
170 Kearney, supra note 34, at 1.
171 Insured or Not Insured?, FED. DEPOSIT INS. CORP.,
https//www.fdic.gov/consumers/consumer/mfonnationfidiciom.html [https//permacc/HS7V-427W] (explaining
that funds held in qualifying bank accounts are federally insured); Is My Money Safe in a Credit Union?, NAT'L
CREDIT UNION ADMIN., https://www.mycreditunion.gov/share-insurance [https://penna.ccl8V97-E977]
(explaining that "[d]eposits at all federal credit unions and the vast majority of state-chartered credit unions" are
federally insured by the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund).
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B. The State Revenue Earned by the State Lottery Acts as a Punitive State Tax on
Those Least Able to Pay it
The biggest argument in favor of protecting the Kentucky Lottery's monopoly is
that it is a significant source of revenue for the state. In 2016, the lottery paid $253
million to the Commonwealth of Kentucky.17 2 While that is a large contribution by
any standard, that figure was still only 25.7 percent of the Kentucky Lottery
Corporation's operating revenue for that same year.173
While the Kentucky Lottery does bring in revenue for the state, it's not clear that
this benefit outweighs the social costs to consumers. As a practical matter, the lottery
functions as an additional tax paid by those who play the lottery, with many calling
the lottery a regressive tax on low-income individuals.'74 Studies continually show
that low-income individuals not only spend a higher percentage of their income on
lotteries,17 but that the majority of lottery tickets in many states are purchased by
low-income individuals."' While gambling is observed relatively equally among
varying socio-economic groups, "[r]esearch shows that higher-income Americans
are more likely to engage in sports gambling," while lower-income people "are more
likely to buy lottery tickets or scratch-off lottery cards."7 7
Proponents of the state lottery program may argue that characterizing the lottery
as a "tax" is inaccurate because the act of purchasing a lottery ticket is voluntary.
While this is true, the characterization points out the perplexing conflict when it
comes to state revenue earned through the lottery.'7 8 While state governments boast
goals of protecting consumers from "predatory payday loans and credit card fees,"
they are also sponsoring "programs whose revenues depend on poor decision
making," often "by those of little means.""'
Furthermore, it's not clear that the Kentucky Lottery meets the financial goals
for which its revenue was intended. Although the lottery was established on the
premise that proceeds would go towards education, such contribution steadily
declined after the mid-1990s.so Currently, the Kentucky Lottery is legally required
to allocate some of its revenue to state literacy programs, such as the Collaborative
Center for Literacy Development, and need-based higher education grant programs,
such as the College Access Program and the Kentucky Tuition Grants Program."'
172 See HARMON, supra note 158, at 6.
173 I. (reporting that the total operating ruvenue of the Kentucky Lottery Corporation was $983.8 million).
174 Alex Mayyasi, Why Does the Government Have a Monopoly on Lotteries?, PRICEONOMICS (Jan. 17, 2014),
https://priceonomics.com/why-does-the-govemment-have-a-monopoly-on/ [httpJ/permacc/2ZYF-ELWJ].
175 Ahiza Garcia, How the Lottery Snares the Poor, CABLE NEWS NETWORK (Jan. 12, 2016),
http://money.cnn.com/2016/01/12/news/companies/powerball-lottery-games-poor/index.html
[http://perma.cc/3TKW-26JW].
176 Mayyasi, supra note 174.
17 Amelia Josephson, The Economics of the Lottery, SMARTASSET (June 18, 2018),
https://smartasset.com/taxes/the-economics-of-the-lottery [http://perma.cc/7RMX-FY5Z].
1' See Mayyasi, supra note 174.
179 id.
180 BOBBITT, supra note 163, at 30-31.
181 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 154A.130(3)-(4) (West 2018).
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Despite this statutory obligation, the College Access Program and the Kentucky
Tuition Grants Program were "unlawfully underfunded" from 2012 to 2016 "by an
average of $28 million annually, a full 23.5 percent less than they were supposed to
receive."182 Despite the recent underfunding of education from the lottery revenue,
"the General Assembly passed a law in 2014 that allows the Kentucky Lottery to run
advertisements that brand the lottery as a key source of funding for higher-education
financial aid." 1 8
C. Typical Concerns Raised by the Use of Monopoly Power Apply to the Kentucky
Lottery Corporation
The disparaging effects felt by low-income lottery players are compounded by
the fact that the Kentucky Lottery spends over $40 million a year on marketing and
operations to convince consumers to spend more." In 2017, part of Kentucky
Lottery's astronomical marketing budget went towards paying comedian Bob
Newhart to reprise his character, "Papa Elf' from the movie "Elf," as part of its
Christmas marketing campaign.'8 5
Part of the explanation behind such a sky-high marketing budget is the fact that
the Kentucky Lottery's monopoly status allows it to take a much higher cut than any
other form of gambling.'86 The lottery keeps about 44 percent of the money it brings
in, while "Kentucky racetracks,.. generally keep 20 percent or less of bets."18 7 "No
casino could stay in business offering odds" as poor as the lottery does, but the
Kentucky Lottery is able to maximize returns by benefitting from the prohibition
against competition.'8
The justification for a state-backed monopoly for the state lottery is unclear.
Where the prohibition against lotteries was once justified as a protection for
consumers, the state's current role in protecting the lottery's monopoly power
appears to take the opposite stance. In this instance, where the state's role is
profit-driven rather than protective, "consumer welfare [would] be enhanced by
allowing private competitors to enter the industry."'8 1
182 Eliza Jane Schaeffer, Ky. Losing as Lottery Funds are Diverted, LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER
(Jan. 22,2016), http-//www.kentucky.com/opinion/op-ed/article56094930.html [http//permacc/C5P3-QBVE].
183 Id.
184 See Janet Patton, Kentucky Hits the Jackpot With Lottery, LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER (Aug. 6,
2012), http://www.kentucky.com/news/business/article44370990.html [http://perma.cc/6CWB-9FM3].
"5 See Kirby Adams, Bob Newhart Brings Back Papa Elf in This New Kentucky Lottery
Holiday Commercial, LOUISVILLE COURIER J. (Nov. 23, 2017), https://www.courier-
joumal.com/story/life/holiday/2017/11/23/bob-newhart-kentucky-lottery-holiday-comnercial-
elfl888740001/ [http://perma.cc/B8CU-9W96].
1 'See Patton, supra note 184.
187 id.
'8 "See Stephen L. Carter, Why Is the Govermment in the Gambling Business?, DAiLY BEAsT (Apr. 23,2011),
https//www.thedailybeastcom/why-is-the-govemment-in-the-gambling-business [httpi//perma.cc/RUJ3-FRGN].
' Melissa S. Kearney, The Economic Winners and Losers ofLegalized Gambling 25 (Nat'1 Bureau
of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 11234, 2005), https://www.nber.org/papers/wl1234.pdf
[https://perma.cc/S74K-CDF8].
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PRIZE-LINKED SAVINGS IN KENTUCKY
Monopolies, such as the one enjoyed by the Kentucky Lottery, are sometimes
granted as a source of economic sustenance, thereby providing a shield from
competition.190 An example of this is the monopoly that exists in states who have
agreements with Native American tribes, granting the "tribes monopoly power over
the provision of casino-style gambling."'9' It's not clear that the Kentucky Lottery,
which earned over one billion dollars in 2017,192 is deserving of this kind of
protection from competition posed by products, like PLS, which are aimed at
improving consumers' financial stability.
There are many areas where states are justified to offer certain services
exclusively, typically based on the rationale that these services could not be offered
by the private sector. This is the same argument made by critics of for-profit health
insurers, who argue that "the government will return more value to consumers than
the private market will."' 93 For lottery programs, however, that is just not the case.'94
In fact, private gambling operations return around 80 percent of bets in winning,
meaning that a state-run lottery is far worse than a private operation from the point
of view of the consumer.195
It is clear why state lottery officials may be threatened by the competition posed
by the legalization of PLS in Kentucky. This opposition, however, would be purely
driven by a desire to block competitors out of the market. It's unclear how many
customers PLS would "steal" from the lottery, although it's highly likely that
long-term lottery players would still opt to buy a lottery ticket rather than open a PLS
account at their local bank or credit union. Regardless, PLS would provide lottery
players and non-players alike an opportunity for a new and exciting way to save. The
state lottery system can continue to be an institution that brings in money for the
state, with PLS providing the opportunity to redirect some of that lottery
consumption into savings.
CONCLUSION
Prize-linked saving products offer an innovative and effective way to incentivize
saving and promote financial inclusion. The goal of these products is two-fold: to
incentivize individuals to save money and encourage individuals who are unbanked
or underbanked to put their money into a safe financial institution. Prize-linked
savings programs have proven to achieve both of those goals.
'9 See id. at 13 n.11.
'9 Id. at 13.
192 Kentucky Lottery Sales Exceed Over One Billion Dollars, WKYT (July 5, 2017),
http://www.wkyt.com/content/news/Kentucky-Lottery-sales-exceed-over-one-billion-dollars-
432684373.html [http://perma.cc/FHN7-NPJD].
193 Carter, supra note 188.
1" Id. ("But with lotteries,... no such argument exists. There is absolutely no reason to believe that
the state can provide gambling services better than the private sector does.").
19 See id. (finding that "state-run lotteries return around 50 percent of revenues to winners").
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Kentucky is currently ranked 47th in the country in terms of poverty,'96 and only
54.8 percent of Kentucky households have a savings account.197 Because Kentucky
currently does not allow lotteries or raffles that are based on chance, PLS programs
could not be implemented without legislative action. Although the lottery is an
important source of state revenue, this consideration does not overcome the social
costs of protecting a lottery system that disparagingly effects low-income
individuals. The state's interest in preventing competition with the Kentucky Lottery
does not overcome the public policy goal of promoting financial security among its
residents.
By allowing private institutions to offer PLS products, Kentucky would be
joining the twenty other states across the country that have passed PLS-enabling
legislation and that now allow private banking institutions to offer savings promotion
raffles. Kentucky should follow this trend, promote financial inclusion, and
incentivize personal savings by allowing PLS products to be offered in the state.
'9 Poverty by State: Kentucky, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS, https://talkpoverty.org/state-year-
report/kentucky-2018-report/ [https://perma.cc/5AG5-ZZGE].
197 State Profile Report, supra note 29 (comparing Kentucky's data from 2016 to the national data
from the same year, which revealed that 68.8 percent of households in the United States had savings
accounts).
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